
The first two Border Walks took us to Witsands and Kleinplaas and we’ve started workshops with Kumba 
Theatre at the Desmond Tutu Youth Centre. We’ve also put out an open call for proposals for the Border-

lands Festival  21 – 25 March. All artistic forms are welcome. Something for you?  If not – share it on!

For each Border Walk we invite two guests to guide us in experiencing the environment through their eyes. 
Border Walk #3 will take place this Saturday morning, with guests Simbarashe Mupanawana and … 

Border Walk #1 was led by Yandiswa Mazwana, recycled art innovator, and Pedro Espri-Sanchis, musician 
and storyteller.  It was a fun and engrossing morning of scavenging across the shore and old dune dump 

site, transforming kelp into instruments and waste into art and finally coming together in a jam session in 
the dunes. With a heap of full rubbish bags collected, we left the beach a little cleaner than before!

In the last few weeks we’ve stepped out into the borderland spaces of the Cape Deep 
South, bringing people into contact with each other and with nature.

Border Walk #2 began with the experience of a live installation in a ruined house of the Kleinplaas Farm 
created by performance-maker & writer Chase Rhys. This moving evocation of those affected by forced 
removals set the tone for a morning of stillness, new connections and exploration, eventually taken over by 
Jess Tyrrell, environmental psychologist & wilderness guide, who encouraged us to follow our curiosity in 
experiencing the immersive beauty of the Red Hill Dam. 



 “That was amazing. Thank you for organizing such a fluidly still and reflective day together...it was a very 
special place to share!” - Alliz

“Thank you for the chance to be still together, having a chance to recharge and become more real.” - Caroline

All Border Walks are free but with a limited capacity of 30 people, booking is necessary. All ages wel-
come. The Border Walks are supported by Afrika Burn Outreach & the City of Cape Town.



JOIN THE NEXT BORDER WALK
COMING UP THIS WEEKEND!

Would you like to find out more about the Borderlands initiative and get involved? 

Check out our website: http://www.borderlands.co.za
And our Facebook page: Borderlands – Deep South

borderlands.deepsouth@gmail.com
079 365 3967

xxxx
Leila, Chase, Siba & Kati

http://www.borderlands.co.za
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